NCRAIT
National Conference on Recent Advances in Information Technology 2011-2014
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ISCV
International Seminar on Computer Vision 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NCFC 2014
National Conference on Future Computing 2014
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

Confluence 2013
International IT Summit Confluence 2013 - The Next Generation Information Technology Summit
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

RTEC
Recent Trends in Electrical and Electronics 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

CCSN 2013
2nd International Conference on Computing Communication and Sensor Network 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NCIPET
National Conference on Innovative Paradigms in Engineering & Technology 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

FACET
Futuristic Areas in Computer Engineering and Technology 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

QShine
ICST Conference on Heterogeneous Networking for Quality, Reliability, Security and Robustness
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

IC2IT
International Conference on Computing and Information Technology 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICDCIT
International Conference on Distributed Computing and Internet Technology 2014
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICIIIOES
International Conference on Innovations In Intelligent Instrumentation, Optimization and Electrical Sciences
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NGCTA
8th National Conference on Next generation Computing Technologies and Applications
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICGCT
International Conference on Green Computing and Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICCT
International Conference on Communication Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database
NCACC
National Conference with Google Scholar
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICACA
International Conference with Google Scholar
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

MEDHA
National Conference with "MEDHAS 2012"
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICBEST
International Conference with Google Scholar
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

iWay
2nd National Conference with Google Scholar
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

CTNGC
National Conference with Google Scholar
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

EGOV
EGovernance and Cloud Computing Services - 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICETT
Emerging Technology Trends on Advanced Engineering Research - 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

AICWIC
Amrita International Conference of Women in Computing - 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICDCIT
International Conference in Distributed Computing and Internet Technology 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICRTITCS
International Conference on Recent Trends in Information Technology and Computer Science 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest
NSAAILS
Index with Google Scholar
National Seminar on Application of Artificial Intelligence in Life Sciences 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICACA
International Conference on Advances in Computer Application 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCFC
National Conference on Future Computing 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

MECON
Mobile and Embedded Technology International Conference 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICCRTCT
International Conference on Research Trends in Computer Technologies 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

iCAMT
International Conference on Advances in Management and Technology 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICICIC
International Conference on Innovation in Communication, Information and Computing 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

XPLORE
National Level Technical Conference X-PLORE 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCVES
National Conference on VLSI and Embedded Systems
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Conference on Advance Trends in Information Technology (NCATIT)</td>
<td>2011-2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference and Workshop on Emerging Trends in Technology (ICWET)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Recent Trends in Engineering and Technology (ICRTET)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Conference on Structuring Innovation Through Quality (SITQ)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Current Trends in Advanced Computing (ICCTAC)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Communication, Circuits and Systems (iC3S)</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Systems Engineering and Modeling (ICSEM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Conference on Recent Trends in Engineering and Management (NCRTEM)</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>